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Summary

Performance validation of Satcomon-the-move (SOTM) terminals is becomingmore important as

the satellite operators continue to recognize the negative influence of suboptimal terminals on

their satellite networks. Traditionally, SOTM testing is performed with actual operational satel-

lites in field tests, which lack repeatability. The capability to repeat the conditions inwhich SOTM

terminals are tested is important, especially when the performance of multiple terminals is com-

pared. This contributiondescribeshowthequalification test of SOTMterminals canbeconducted

in a laboratory environment so that repeatability can be ensured. A major advantage of a labora-

toryenvironment is theability to test thecomplete terminal as if itwas in the fieldofoperation, yet

without the involvement of real satellites effectively reducing the costs of testing. The main con-

tributions of this paper are motion and shadowing profiles suitable for standardization of SOTM

testing. Standardization of such profiles is necessary to guarantee a fair comparison of the per-

formanceof different terminals.Moreover, thepaperpresents themethodology for testingSOTM

terminals at theFraunhoferFacility forOver-the-airResearchandTesting,* theprocedureused to

obtain theproposedprofiles and results of testing aKa-bandSOTMterminal, takenas anexample.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Satcom on-the-move (SOTM) market has experienced a rapid growth in the recent years. A study for the European Space Agency in collabo-

ration with the Global VSAT Forum (GVF) revealed that SOTM is seen by all members of the value chain as a primary source of new business.1 In

situations where no terrestrial communication infrastructure exists, SOTM systems represent one of the best solutions. Satcom on-the-move is a

strong candidate inmany other applications such as news gathering, mobile TV, public security, rescue, maritime, aeronautical, andmilitary applica-

tions. However, SOTM systems still encountermany challenges, which hinder the potential market increase.Most challenging are antenna tracking

and signal shadowing. The latter is oftenmitigated by forward error correction schemes.2 The former not only causes a degradation in the link qual-

ity but is also a source of interference to adjacent satellites. This publication dealswith SOTMbroadband communication applications at Extremely

HighFrequencies (EHF). Althoughvery small aperture terminals (VSATs) are desired tobeused in SOTMsystemsdue to their directive antennas and

*https://www.iis.fraunhofer.de/en/profil/standorte/forte.html
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potential toprovidehighdata rates,manysatelliteoperators reported tobeharmfullyaffectedbyVSAT interferences, eg,Rawlins.3 To limit the inter-

ferencecausedbyVSATs, regulatoryauthorities suchas the InternationalTelecommunicationUnion (ITU), theFederalCommunicationsCommission

(FCC), and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) define operational limits on the transmission from SOTM terminals.4,5 In

addition, the regulations specify limits on themaximumallowable pointing error of the SOTMantenna, the so-called antenna de-pointing, and define

a transmit cessation time if the pointing error is larger than the permitted threshold.

Testing a SOTM terminal against these standardized limits is essential for the satellite operators in order to guarantee that the terminal does not

cause harmful interferences to their satellite networks. Testing, moreover, offers SOTMmanufacturers the ability to demonstrate the performance

of their products and to identify their strengths and weaknesses. A comprehensive test that composes all the components of the SOTM terminal,

including its outdoor unit and indoor unit, is necessary.

Antenna de-pointing, transmit cessation time, and Adjacent Satellite Interference (ASI) are measured to evaluate the tracking performance of

the terminal. To evaluate the performance of the SOTMmodem, channel emulators are used to generate realistic states of the communication link

between the terminal and the satellite. The values of the free space path loss, the signal reception states (line of sight or blockage), the propagation

delay, andDoppler are emulated as being in a real operational scenario. In this publication, the atmospheric losses, the rain attenuation, the Faraday

rotation effect, etc, are not considered for analysis.

The existing state-of-the-art standards donot specify how theSOTMterminal is to be tested. Type approvals are operator specific and they, unlike

standards, define the procedure in which the terminal should be tested. The core of all type approvals is similar and overlaps in the majority of

the required tests. The GVF in its mutual recognition arrangement (MRA) working group initiated the GVF-105 document, which is agreed by the

major satellite operators suchasEutelsat, Inmarsat, Intelsat, SESS.A. “Aworld leading satellite operator”, andAsiaSat.6 It includes recommendations

for a mutually recognized testing procedure. In April 2017, GVF also published the Satellite Operator's MinimumAntenna Performance (SOMAP)

requirements as amutual agreement among the satellite operators on theminimum requirements, which SOTM terminals shouldmeet.7 Although

all the standards define the metrics and the limits needed to test SOTM terminals, they do not specify under which environmental conditions the

terminal shall be tested. For SOTM terminals, the conditions of the test environment are critical.

To ensure that their products arewidely admitted and approved, terminalmanufacturers need to run similar tests for the different satellite oper-

ators. This drives the costs and the time required for a terminal to be approved and increases the number of unauthorized terminals, which cause

harmful interference to the different satellite networks. The development of a widely admitted standard for SOTM testing will give a basis for fair

comparison comparedwith the potentially unfair evaluation of terminals based on their data sheets.

In a previous publication,8 we proposed a methodology to test SOTM terminals in a laboratory environment in a controllable and repeatable

manner under realistic conditions. In this contribution, we briefly review this methodology with a focus on the performance metrics which are

defined in the SOTM standards and recommendations.

In Section 2, the state-of-the-art SOTMstandards and recommendations are summarized and the state-of-the-art SOTM testing approaches are

presented. In Section3, the testingmethodology is introduced. Section4discusses theprocess of developing theproposed standardmotionprofiles

and their inclusion in the GVF-105 recommendations. In Section 5, the development process of the proposed standard shadowing profiles for the

landmobile applications is presented. In Section6, the results of theproposed testing procedures applied at theFraunhofer Facility forOver-the-air

Research and Testing (FORTE) are presented. The results highlight the advantages of testing the SOTM terminal based on the developed profiles.

2 STATE-OF-THE-ART SOTM STANDARDS AND TESTING

At a global level, the ITU establishes standards which regulate the performance of all telecommunication platforms, including those relevant to

SOTM. At the regional and the local levels, organizations such as the ETSI in Europe or the FCC in the United States adapt the general ITU regu-

lations according to regional needs. Additionally, satellite operators issue type approvals to define how the SOTM terminals need to be tested. In

this Section, an overview of the existing SOTM-related standards and type approvals is presented. Moreover, the state-of-the-art SOTM testing

procedures are presented and compared.

2.1 Satcom on-the-move standardmetrics

The SOTMstandards define operational limits with respect to the followingmetrics: antenna absolute de-pointing, off-axis emissions, and transmit

cessation time.

The antenna absolute de-pointing is ameasure in degrees that specifies how far themain beam of an antenna is displaced from a target satellite.

The transmit cessation time and the off-axis emission specifications depend on this metric. Antenna de-pointing is the most important parameter,

as it not only directly indicates the ability of the SOTM terminal to keep a high quality of the link towards the target satellite but also its ability to

avoid ASI. The FCC regulations state that the antenna de-pointing should not exceed 0.2◦ at normal operating conditions in Ku-band. This limit can

be raised to 0.5◦, provided that in any case the transmit power does not exceed the regulatory EIRP Spectral Density (ESD)mask and that the value

of themaximumde-pointing is reported to the satellite operator. ForKa-band, FCCdoes not specify an absolute de-pointing threshold. The pointing

requirements are defined in terms of excess power levels. The ETSI norms require, for all frequencies, that the applicant specifies the value of the
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maximumexpected de-pointing as a function of on-axis ESD. The ESDmaskmust not be exceeded in any occasion. In the SOMAP requirements, the

de-pointing threshold is specified at 0.5◦ for all frequency bands.7

The off-axis emissions are often parametrized by the transmit gain mask or the ESD mask. The gain/ESD mask defines the amount of gain/ESD

allowed by the SOTMantenna as a function of the angular position relative the antenna boresight for co- and cross-polarized transmit components.

The lower and the narrower the mask, the more challenging it is for the antenna to fulfill the off-axis emissions requirements. Different gain/ESD

masks are defined by the different regulatory authorities depending on the application: commercial or military, and on the frequency of operation:

Ku- or Ka-band. In general, the commercial Ka-band masks are narrower and more stringent than the commercial Ku-band masks.9 The military

Ka orbit/band is not yet crowded, the MIL-STD-188-164B Ka-band mask, defined by the Department of Defense, is therefore the most flexible

among all. As an example for a regulatory mask specified in SOTM recommendations, the GVF-SOMAP requirements adopt the gain mask named

the ′32 − 25 log (𝜃)′ [dBi] mask for the Ku-band and the gainmask ′29 − 25 log (𝜃)′ [dBi] for the Ka-band.
The transmit cessation time, also referred to as the transmit mute time, is defined as the time period that the SOTM terminal stays active before

it switches off its transmit activity if the antenna de-pointing is larger than a specific threshold. The FCC Blanket Licensing Provisions §25.226 and

the §25.222 define the transmit mute time to be 100ms if the antenna de-pointing exceeds 0.5◦.4 The GVF-SOMAP requirements adopt the same

definition. The ETSI regulations leave the exact definition of this metric to the applicant but state that it should not exceed 2 seconds in case on

VehicleMounted Earth Stations5 or 5 seconds for Earth Stations on Vessels.10

Table 1 lists the state-of-the-art SOTM standards, regulations, and norms for each environment: landmobile, maritime, airborne, and railway for

the Ku and Ka frequency bands.

TABLE 1 The state-of-the-art SOTM standards, regulations, and norms listed for each environment and each frequency band

LandMobile Maritime Airborne Railway

Ku Ka Ku Ka Ku Ka Ku Ka

ITU R 728-1 R S.524 R 728-1 R S.524 R 728-1 R S.524 R 728-1 R S.524

R S580-6 R S580-6 R S580-6 R S580-6 R S580-6 R S580-6 R S580-6 R S580-6

R S.1875 R S.1875 R S.1875 R S.1875 R S.1875 R S.1875 R S.1875 R S.1875

FCC p25.226 p25.138 p25.222 p25.138 … p25.138 … p25.138

DoD MIL-STD- MIL-STD- MIL-STD- MIL-STD- MIL-STD- MIL-STD- … …

188-164B 188-164B 188-164B 188-164B 188-164B 188-164B

Ku-Section A Ka-Section A Ku-Section C Ka-Section C Ku-Section B Ka-Section B … …

ETSI EN 302 977 EN 303 978 EN 302 340 EN 303 978 EN 302 186 EN 303 978 EN 302 448 EN 303 978

GVF SOMAP SOMAP SOMAP SOMAP SOMAP SOMAP SOMAP SOMAP

Abbreviations: DoD, Department of Defense; ETSI, European Telecommunications Standards Institute; FCC, Federal Communications Commission; GVF,
GlobalVSATForum; ITU, InternationalTelecommunicationUnion;SOMAP,SatelliteOperatorŠsMinimumAntennaPerformance;SOTM,Satcomon-the-move.

FIGURE 1 De-pointingmeasurements at the Fraunhofer Facility for Over-the-air Research and Testing. SOTM, Satcom on-the-move [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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2.2 Testing procedures and environments

Themajority of the existing laboratories has the ability to test only parts of the SOTM terminal. The authors are aware of only two facilities, which

are built to test the complete SOTM terminal: the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland, USA, and the FORTE in Ilmenau, Germany. Due to the

dimensions of the laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground, tests are performed in the near field of the antenna.11 The beam of the antenna will

be spread depending on how far in the near field the antenna is operating.12 Fraunhofer Facility for Over-the-air Research and Testing performs

SOTM testing of the complete terminal in the far field in a repeatable and controllable way. The emulation of the realistic environment, a SOTM

terminal would experience, is possible by the usage of satellite payload emulators, a three-axis motion emulator, channel, and GPS emulators. A

two-dimensional sensor cross mounted on an antenna tower (cf Figure 1) enables the estimation of antenna de-pointing with high precision. A

description of FORTEwith detailed technical parameters can be found in Siegert et al. 13

3 PROPOSED TESTING METHODOLOGY

This section presents themethodologywe propose to perform qualification tests of SOTM terminals at FORTE. The terminal is testedwith respect

to the standard performancemetrics discussed in Section 2.1. Furthermore,wedefine the data traffic throughput as ametric to test the performance

of themodem under realistic conditions.

In a first step of the SOTM qualification test, the antenna pattern is measured. At FORTE, with a distance of 90 m between the terminal and the

antenna tower (cf Figure 1), a far field distance for antennas with a diameter up to 90 cm in the Ku-band and up to 70 cm in the Ka-band is ensured.

In the commonly used setting, the motion emulator is used to rotate the antenna for pattern measurements. The used motion emulator ensures a

high degree of position accuracy (approximately equal to 0.05 arc sec). The center sensor on the antenna tower works as a probe and is used for

patternmeasurements.

3.1 Off-axis emissionsmeasurements

For the evaluation of the off-axis emissions, the difference between the far field gain pattern and regulatory gain/ESD mask is calculated. In case

there are angular positions atwhich the pattern exceeds themask, they are reported togetherwith the corresponding levels. This test evaluates the

performance of the SOTMantenna and the block up converter at once. If themeasured pattern violates the regulations, themanufacturer needs to

redesign the antenna in order to reshape themain lobe or one of the side lobes. Alternatively, either the amount of power transmitted by the block

up converter can be reduced tomatch the ESDmask, or the spectrum spreading techniques are applied. However, this leads to a degradation of the

overall quality of the communication link.

3.2 Antenna de-pointingmeasurements

Tomeasure the antenna de-pointing, the motion emulator plays back a motion profile. Hence, the SOTM antenna experiences a de-pointing, which

it tries to compensate using its foreseenmechanisms. The remaining de-pointing error, due to imperfect compensation is detected by a sensor array

mounted on the antenna tower as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, if the terminal is tested under the effect of motion only, and the effects of other

impairments such as signal shadowing andDoppler are disabled, the proposedmethod for the antenna de-pointingmeasurements explicitly shows

how good the tracking unit performs.

While the SOTM antenna is being on-the-move and transmitting, the sensor array is detecting the received power at five spatial points

(cross-shape).

The description of the de-pointing estimation algorithm developed by the authors was introduced in Alazab et al.8

The azimuth sensors can be adjusted in an angular range of ±0 − 3◦. This enables an adaptation according to the shape of the antenna pat-

tern, which is important to achieve the highest possible antenna de-pointing estimation precision that is possible for a given 3-dB beam width of

the antenna. In Alazab et al,8 the optimum sensor positions as a function of the antenna 3-dB beam width was inspected. It was shown that the

de-pointing estimation accuracy can reach 0.005◦ on some synthetic sinusoidal motion tracks.

In contrast to tests in a free field range, this framework allows to measure the antenna de-pointing both in azimuth and elevation. Furthermore,

it enables amore accurate de-pointing estimation.

For electrically steerable antennas and phased arrays with beam patterns that change depending on the steering direction, ASI can be used to

judge the pointing performance. At FORTE, ASI can bemeasured by adjusting the positions of the outer azimuth sensors on the tower at the places

where the adjacent satellites are located. Another extension of the sensor array that is based on increasing the number of sensors will allow to

estimate themainbeamand the first side lobes of thephased arraywhile the terminal is on-the-move. This extensionwill be considered in the future

and is not in the scope of this contribution.

As a part of an example type approval, the de-pointing estimation results of a SOTMdish antenna are presented in Section 6.
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3.3 Transmit mutemeasurements

To be compliant with the regulations, it is compulsory that any SOTM terminal be fitted with a mute functionality. It inhibits transmissions when

either of the two following conditions is met:

• Theantennade-pointing exceeds the regulatory threshold, eg, 0.4◦ for EUTELSAT. This informationmust bedeliveredby the antenna control unit

(ACU).

• Themodem loses synchronization of the out-route.

TheSOTMterminal switchesoff the transmit signal either using theACUor themodem.Thedelay timebefore the signal is switchedoff or attenu-

atedwhen the antenna de-pointing exceeds the regulatory threshold ismeasured. As per FCC andGVF regulations, the transmitmute delay should

not exceed 100 ms if the de-pointing exceeds 0.5◦. The ACUmust not switch on the transmit signal again unless the de-pointing is reduced to 0.2◦

or less. The accurate measurement of the antenna de-pointing, as illustrated in Section 3.2, ensures the accurate evaluation of the transmit mute

functionality of the SOTM terminal.

3.4 Data traffic measurements

Monitoring thedata traffic flow is important toevaluate theoverall performanceof theSOTMterminal also including themodem.TheSOTMmodem

shouldbeable toadapt themodulationandcodingschemesdependingonthechannel statusandonthenetwork topology.Differentnetwork topolo-

gies, eg, star ormesh topology can be applied in the test. The data traffic flow is evaluated at the different nodes in the network. At FORTE, the data

traffic can be evaluatedwith respect to all relevant parameters (Doppler, shadowing, motion, etc) at once or separately for a selected parameter.

4 PROPOSED MOTION PROFILES

An essential part of the performance tests, described in Section 3, depends on the proper choice of the motion profile. In Alazab et al,1 the data

sheets of 100SOTMterminalswere investigated including themost popular andwidely deployedones nowadays.Out of this representative sample

group, only 8%mentioned themotion profile used to test the terminal. For the remaining 92%, either nomotion track is specified or no information

about testing ismentionedat all. This complicates thecomparisonof SOTMterminals fromthedifferent vendors.Anobjectively comparedpoorper-

forming SOTM terminal may outperform a good one simply because of the choice of amotion profile that leads to an unfair comparison. Therefore,

to standardize motion profiles is important to provide a fair judgment and comparison of SOTM terminals. A framework to select representative

motion profiles and propose them as a standard is one of themajor contributions of this paper.

In this section, the procedure to define the proposed motion profiles is introduced. Additionally, motion profiles are defined for the land mobile

and themaritime environments. An extension including the aeronautical and the train environments is planned for the future.

In general, four steps have been considered in order to develop themotion profiles:

1. Measurement of themotion dynamics.

2. Statistical analysis: The completemanifold of measurements has been segmented. Ameasurement segment is defined as themotion dynamics,

eg, angular positions or rates, over a certain period of time. Statisticalmeasures like themean and the variance have been then extracted from

eachmeasurement segment.

3. Measurement classification: Themeasurementswere classified in two classes basedon the extracted statistics. The classes havebeen labeled,

namely, Classes A and B.

4. Profile selection: A representative motion profile for each class has been selected and proposed as a standard motion profile for the

corresponding class.

In the following, each of the four steps is described inmore detail.

4.1 Measurement of themotion dynamics

In the context of an European Space Agency project,14 multiple measurement campaigns were performed in the land mobile and maritime

environments. Themeasurement campaigns were carefully planned in order to

• cover the largest possible variety of measurement scenarios in each environment. Ameasurement scenario is specified by its environment type,

its terrain type, and its platform type.

◦ Environment type: landmobile or maritime.

◦ Terrain type: for eachenvironment, different terrain typeswere considered. For example, off-roadorhighway in the landmobile environment,

and storm or rough sea in themaritime environment.
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◦ Platform type: the platform is the vehicle which is used to measure the motion dynamics, eg, pickup or bus in the land mobile environment,

and large vessel or small rescue boat in themaritime environment.

• includewell known or reference test tracks if possible. For example, measurements were performed at theMillbrook Proving Ground in the UK.

The tracks at theMillbrook Proving Ground include a variety of terrain types such as off-roads with deep ditches, federal ways with ramps, and

special tracks with sinusoidal surfaces.

A high precision in measuring the motion dynamics was guaranteed by using an inertial measurement unit (IMU), which employs fiber optic

gyroscopes. The measured dynamics include angular positions, rates, and accelerations as well as translational velocities and accelerations. These

parameters were measured for each of the three body axes: yaw, pitch, and roll. A measurement database was created including a total of

33-hour-longmaritime and 30-hour-long landmobile measurements. 15

4.2 Statistical analysis

The analysis of the motion dynamics is based on statistical parameters. For each measurement segment, the minimum, maximum, mean, and stan-

dard deviation of the measured dynamics were extracted. The probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

were also calculated.

The parameter space ismultidimensional. To facilitate the definition of themotion profiles, a single parameter should be selected. The 95%quan-

tile of the measured angular rate vector norm is selected.14 The vector norm of the angular rate of the yaw, pitch, and roll axes is calculated as in

Equation 1.

Ratenorm =
√
Rate2yaw + Rate2

pitch
+ Rate2

roll
(1)

4.3 Measurement classification

Satcom on-the-move applications can be seen as divided in twomain classes: applications in harsh conditions such as in military or in disaster sce-

narios, and applications in smoothermotion conditions such asmobile internet backhauling. A threshold to classify themeasurements according to

these two classes is defined based on the distribution of theQ95 values of the angular rate vector norm as will be explained in Section 4.5 in detail.

4.4 Profile selection

A representativemotion profile is selected for each class. Themean and the confidence interval (standard deviation) of theQ95 angular rate vector

normvalues of each classwere calculated, and themeasurement segmentwith the closest value to themean is chosen as the representativemotion

profile of the corresponding class. The profiles are proposed as a standard to be used for testing the different types of SOTM terminals.

4.5 Applying the procedure for landmobile andmaritime

The four steps of the standard motion profile definition process were applied for the land mobile and the maritime environments. Because of the

size limitations of this contribution, the process will be presented for the landmobile environment only.

Fiveplatformsandseventerrain typeswere included in the landmobilemeasurementcampaign.Table2showshowtheterrain typeswerecovered

by the different platforms. For example, the bus was used only on rural, urban, and highway terrains.

In Figure 2, theQ95 angular rate vector norm values are plotted in a scatter plot versus terrain type. Each point represents theQ95 angular rate

vector norm of one measurement segment of one terrain measured with each of the given platforms represented by the different markers. The

measurements collected atMillbrook are plotted using a different marker, the black diamonds.

The PDF of theQ95 angular rate vector norm values is depicted in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the distribution has three modes and a tail. The two measurement classes were defined based on this shape.

Class A that represents harsh terrains and off-roads will include all measurements in the tail of the PDF. Class B that represents paved terrains

TABLE 2 Platforms and terrain types used in the landmobile measurement campaign

Off-road Gravel Mixture Rural Urban Federal Highway

Pickup x x x x x x x

Truck x x x x x x

Small van x x x x x x x

Bus x x x

Passenger car x
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FIGURE 2 Motion profile selection process for the landmobile environment. In the left subfigure, theQ95 values of the angular rate vector norm
are shown. In the right subfigure, themean and confidence interval of theQ95 angular rate vector norms are depicted. Themeasurement closest
to themean value is selected and proposed as a standardmotion profile. The Class A profile is an off-roadMillbrookmeasurement with a pickup,
while the Class B profile is a gravel dirt roadmeasurement with a van [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 3 The PDF and its smoothed estimation of theQ95 values of the angular rate vector norm for the landmobile environment. A threshold
defined at 22.24◦/s (red dashed line) separates Class A that represents harsh terrains fromClass B, which represents paved terrains [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

and relaxed off-roads will include all measurements in the threemodes. The separation threshold is defined at the falling edge of the third mode at

22.24◦/s. This value divides 10% of themeasurements to be belonging to Class A and 90% to be belonging to Class B.

The threshold level is also shown in the left subfigure of Figure 2, and the two classes are also labeled.

The right subfigure of Figure 2, depicts themean and the standard deviation values of all measurements in each class.

Theproposed standardmotionprofiles selection is depicted inFigure2. Theblackarrowspoint at themeasurement segments,whichare selected

for Classes A and B. The representative profiles have a Q95 of the angular rate vector norm that is closest to the mean for each class. For the

land mobile Class A, the representative motion profile is an 8 minutes measurement segment on a off-road at Millbrook with the landrover as the

platform. For Class B, the representativemotion profile is another 8minutes segment on gravel dirt road drivenwith the van.

The same processwas applied for themaritime environment. ThemaritimeClass A proposed standardmotion profile is selected as a 15minutes

measurement segment in moderate sea conditions with a rescue boat from the Royal Netherlands Sea Rescue Institution (KNRM). The Class B

profile is a 15minutes measurement with the same rescue boat in calm sea conditions.

Figure 4 depicts the CDF of the angular rate vector norm for the Classes A and B representative motion profiles of the land mobile and the

maritime environments. The CDF of the angular rate vector norm for the Churchville B motion track is plotted in the same figure for the sake of

comparison. The dynamics of the Churchville B track are very close to the dynamics of the landmobile Class B representativemotion profile.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 4 The CDF of the angular rate vector norms for themotion profiles of Classes A and B of the landmobile and themaritime environments.
The CDF of the angular rate vector norm for the Churchville Bmotion track is also plotted. CDF, cumulative distribution function [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

It canbe seen fromFigure4 that the landmobileClassA represents theupper boundof themotiondynamics and themaritimeClassB represents

the lower bound.

4.6 Proposedmotion profiles in GVF-105

The authors of this paper developed the motion profiles described in this section and proposed them to GVF-MRA working group, which showed

a great will to apply them in their future testing plans. As a result, the motion profiles were added to the GVF-105 document. It is stated as a

recommendation that a SOTM terminal is to be tested using the proposed profiles in either

• A laboratory environment where the dynamics and the actual time series of the motion profiles from Classes A and B can be replayed and the

tracking performance can bemeasured, or

• A free field: In this case, it has to be ensured that at least the statistics of the test trackmatch the statistics of the selected representativemotion

profiles for the corresponding environment and class. It also has to be ensured that an accurate IMU is used to record the dynamics of themotion

profile during the test such that the dynamics can be compared.

5 PROPOSED SHADOWING PROFILES

The channel between the SOTM terminal and the target satellite is often referred to as the landmobile to satellite (LMS) channel. The line-of-sight

(LOS) and nonline-of-sight (NLOS) conditions of the LMS channel depend on the environment around the SOTM terminal and on the pointing

direction to the satellite. The LOS andNLOS effects (also called shadowing effects) need to be consideredwhen the SOTM terminal is tested.

Landmobile to satellite channel characterization, so far, depends on statistical modeling or on RFmeasurements. The statistical channel models,

eg, those proposed in other works,16-18 derive the time series of the channel states using parameters driven from statistical distributions. For the

Ku-/Ka-band frequencies that are relevant for the scope of this paper, there exist no statistical model in the literature, which is able to model the

LMSchannel at thesehigh frequencies for any satellite position andanyenvironment scenario. There exist somemodels basedonRFmeasurements

at Ku-/Ka-bands, eg, Scalise et al19 andKubista et al,20 however, they are only valid for limited positions of satellites and limited number of environ-

ments. The characteristics of the Ku-/Ka-band satellite channel (11-40 GHz) are similar to those of the optical channel. Multipath components are

irrelevant and can be neglected since SOTM applications usually use directive antennas.21 With respect to the shadowing, the Ku-/Ka-band LMS

channel can be treated as a frequency-flat ON/OFF channel. Based on this observation, we propose standard shadowing profiles in this section

based on the processing of optical images.

Theproposed standard shadowingprofiles offer a unique referenceor abenchmark for SOTMterminal testing and comparison. They canbeused

inany laboratory,whichemploys channel emulators. If the terminal is tested ina field test instead, it is recommended that the shadowingprofile from

the field test track statistically matches the developed shadowing profiles presented in this section. This maintains a fair basis to test and compare

different SOTM terminals.

To define the shadowing profiles, four steps are involved. These are the following:

1. Image capturing and environment definition.

2. Image post processing: classification of the images into LOS or NLOS.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 5 The original hemispheric image (left) and the result of the image classification (right) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3. Shadowing profile extraction: profile extraction from the processed images at a certain angular position.

4. Selection of proposed standard shadowing profiles: one shadowing profile for each environment is selected as a representative shadowing

profile.

In the following, these steps are presented in detail.

5.1 Image capturing and environment definition

In addition to the measurement of the motion dynamics described in Section 4.1, a fisheye camera pointing towards the sky was mounted on the

rooftop of the vehicles. A sequence of images of the upper hemisphere were captured at a rate of five frames per second along a specific motion

profile. We denote this sequence as “image profile.” As an example, Figure 5A shows a single snapshot of a hemispheric image profile in an urban

scenario.

The image profiles were classified into seven different environment types: forest, urban, suburban, light tree shadowed, highway, open,

and train.

5.2 Image post processing

A classification algorithm segregates the image into regions with LOS and NLOS.22 The algorithms filters the sun spot and the clouds in order to

exclude their effects. Figure 5B shows the two classes for the same snapshot depicted in Figure 5A. Red represents NLOS or obstructionwhile blue

represents LOS or sky.

For a better representation of azimuth and elevation angle pairs, the image is transformed into a rectangular landscape panoramicmonochrome

format. The new angular grid has a resolution of one degree in both, azimuth and elevation. This transformation is followed by a circular rotation in

azimuth to account for heading compensation. The image is rotated by the vehicles heading, such that the resulting imagewill have the geographical

north at 0◦ in azimuth.

5.3 Shadowing profile extraction

Knowing the geographical location, ie, the longitude and latitude of the vehicle at a specific time, the location (azimuth and elevation) of a spe-

cific satellite, given its orbital longitudinal position, can be determined. Based on the obtained azimuth and elevation angle pair, the reception

state of the satellite can be extracted from the panoramic image. The shadowing profile related to one motion profile can be generated by extract-

ing the LOS information from the sequence of images in the corresponding image profile. Figure 6 shows an exemplary monochrome panoramic

image profile with azimuth, elevation, and time. Figure 7 depicts the shadowing profile corresponding to the land mobile Class A proposed stan-

dard motion profile if the EUTELSAT 10A satellite located at 10◦ East is considered. The profile consists of two shadowing levels, “ON” for

no shadowing (LOS) and “OFF” for obstruction (NLOS). The percentage of LOS for the land mobile Class A corresponding shadowing profile is

approximately 94%.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 6 An exemplary panoramic image profile showing the line-of-sight and nonline-of-sight reception states for each azimuth and elevation
angle pair at each time instance. The image capturing rate defines the number of images in the whole duration of the profile

FIGURE 7 The shadowing profile extracted from the image profile captured at the Class Amotion profile for the EUTELSAT 10A satellite. ON
represents no shadowing (line-of-sight [LOS]) andOFF represents obstruction (nonline-of-sight). Approximately 94% of the profile is covered by
LOS [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Using this image-basedmethod, shadowing profiles for different satellite positions can be obtained. In a field test, in contrast, this is not possible

unless the complete measurement is repeated for each satellite position or if multiple antennas are involved in the measurement, each pointing

towards a different satellite.

5.4 Definition of shadowing profiles

To select and define the shadowing profiles, we consider the “percentage of LOS in the shadowing profile.” For each azimuth and elevation angle

pair in every image profile, a shadowing profile (cf Figure 7) is extracted, and the percentage of LOS is calculated along time dimension. For the sake

of simplicity, the dimensions are further reduced by averaging the LOS percentage over all azimuth angles. This results in themean LOS percentage

versus elevation and is denoted the “LOS-elevation contour.”

Additionally, themean of all LOS-elevation contours is calculated for each environment. The resultingmean is denoted as the “environmentmean

LOS-elevation contour” and is depicted for each of the defined environments in Figure 8.

In a next step, the root-mean-square deviation between the individual LOS-elevation contours and the corresponding environment mean

LOS-elevation contour (cf Figure 8) is calculated. For each environment, the image profilewith the lowest root-mean-square deviation is selected as

the proposed standard image profile. For a specific satellite location, the proposed standard shadowing profile is then extracted from the standard

image profile.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 8 The environmentmean line-of-sight (LOS)-elevation contours for the seven defined environments [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

5.5 Combining themotion profiles and the shadowing profiles for testing

In a SOTM terminal test scenario, the shadowing profile should always be synchronized to the corresponding motion profile. However, the com-

bination of a shadowing profile from one geographical location with a motion profile from a different geographical location is needed for a SOTM

terminal test in a laboratory environment, such as FORTE. This is important in order to test the performance of the SOTM terminals with different

combinations of motion and shadowing. Here, threemain challenges exist:

1. The heading in the image profile does not match the heading in the newmotion profile, which is from a different location.

2. The image profile and the newmotion profile may not have the same length in time.

3. The speed of the vehicle while capturing the image profiles does not match the speed of the vehicle at themotion profile.

The definition of the motion profiles (cf Section 4.2) is based on the vector norm of the angular rates. To investigate if the heading mismatch

between the image and themotion profiles needs to be compensated or can be neglected, the correlation between the gradient of the heading, and

the gradient of the roll and pitch angles was investigated. If the correlation is low, the evolution of the heading in the image profile is considered

independent of the evolution of the dynamics in themotion profile and no heading compensation is required.

It has been found that the correlation coefficient does not exceed 0.25 in any case. Hence, the heading from the image profile does not need to

match the heading in the motion profile. In other words, the image profile can be used with its original heading to extract the shadowing profile at

any geographical location on earth.

To overcome the second challenge, which is to match the length of the image profile to the length of the motion profile, two cases need to be

considered:

1. The image profile is longer than the motion profile: we choose the part of the image profile which yields a shadowing profile having a LOS

percentage, which is closest to the one expected from Figure 8 for the corresponding satellite elevation.

2. The image profile is shorter than themotion profile: we flip and repeat the image profilemultiple times, and fill the last segmentwith the part

of the imageprofile,which guarantees the closest LOSpercentage to theoneexpected fromFigure8 for the corresponding satellite elevation.

The third challenge,which is the different speeds of the vehicle at the shadowing andmotion profiles, can be overcomeby stretching or shrinking

the LOS/NLOS states in the shadowing profile. For instance, if the average speed at themotion profile is double the average speed at the shadowing

profile, the shadowing profile will be down-sampled by rate of one-half. Afterwards, the new down-sampled profile will be repeated twice in order

to keep the same original length and LOS/NLOS statistics. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the motion profiles and the image profiles are

driven at the same speed for the rest of the analysis.

The proposed standard shadowing profiles for the defined seven environments extracted at the geographical location of the landmobile Class A

motion profile for the EUTELSAT 10A satellite are depicted in Figure 9.

Generally, the motion of the vehicle causes Doppler, ie, frequency shifts inside the band of operation occur. Investigations of Doppler effects are

not considered in this contribution. In measurements performed at FORTE, we experienced that the effect of Doppler on the overall performance

of the SOTM terminal is marginal comparedwith the effect of themotion or of the shadowing. It is more challenging for themodem tomitigate the

effect of signal blockages than to handle frequency shifts caused by the Doppler effect. Moreover, other impairments, eg, the atmospheric losses,

the rain attenuation, and the Faraday rotation effect, are not considered in this contribution.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 9 The proposed standard shadowing profiles for the different environments assuming the geographical location of the landmobile Class
Amotion profile and the EUTELSAT 10A satellite located at 10◦ East [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

6 MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In this section, the results of a tested Ka-band SOTM antenna at FORTE are presented. The test was performed in compliance with the type

approval recommendations (GVF-105) defined by the GVF. As the GVF-105 recommendations do not specify operational limits, the specifications

ESOG-12023 and the EESS-50224 from EUTELSATwere applied additionally.

6.1 Themeasurement scenario

The antenna under test and its tracking unit were developed in the context of the project KASYMOSA (Ka-Band Systems forMobile Satellite Com-

munications).† This project aimed to develop and validate new technologies and algorithms formobile satellite communications in theKa-band. The

developed antenna has a dishwith a diameter of 60 cmandoperates in theKa-band (approximately equal to 30GHzuplink and approximately equal

to 20GHz downlink). Amechanical two-axis tracking unit is attached to the antenna in order to track in azimuth and elevation.25

†The project KASYMOSAwas supported by the German Aerospace Center (DLR).

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 10 The antenna under test while beingmounted on themotion emulator and tested at Facility for Over-the-air Research and Testing
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 11 The transmit co-polarized gain of the antenna under test vs frequency for both polarizations left-hand circular polarization (LHCP)
and right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

An attached IMUmeasures the orientation of the SOTM terminal. The heading information is estimated with the help of GPS. A phase discrimi-

nator gives an initial indication of the pointing error by evaluation of the received beacon from the satellite. Finally, the collected data are fed into a

control algorithm based on Kalman filtering in order to perform successful satellite tracking.

A picture of the antennamounted on themotion emulator at FORTE is shown in Figure 10.

6.2 An excerpt of the SOTM type approval results

The tests performed at FORTE include the following:

• Antenna characteristics: This includes themeasurements of antenna transmit and receive gains, and patterns at the different required frequen-

cies, polarizations, elevation pre-tilts, and radome orientations.

• Dynamic tests: This includes the measurements while the antenna is moving on the proposed standard motion profiles. Antenna de-pointing,

cross-polarization discrimination (XPD), ASI aremeasured.

6.2.1 Antenna characteristics

6.2.2 Gainmeasurements

The antenna gain is measured as a first step. This measurement is performed directly at the feed port of the antenna. During the measurements,

a single tone is transmitted by the antenna under test and the power level at the receive antenna at the antenna tower is recorded. The antenna

gain (in main beam direction) is finally obtained by comparison with a reference antenna with known gain. Repeating this for multiple frequencies

and both polarizations (left-hand circular polarization [LHCP] and right-hand circularly polarized) results in the main beam antenna gain provided

in Figure 11.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 12 Raster scans of transmit co-polar overshoots and cross-polarization discrimination (XPD). LHCP, left-hand circular polarization
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

6.2.3 Radiation patternmeasurements

The motion emulator is used to move the antenna in order to measure its patterns in the transmit and receive frequency bands. The EUTELSAT

specifications23 require measuring the antenna gain patterns at multiple antenna elevation pre-tilt angles. Hence, at least two elevations need to

bemeasured: 0◦ and one angle between 30◦ and 35◦. The specifications also requiremeasuring the patterns at the center frequency and two other

frequencypoints one in the lowerhalf andone in theupper half of the transmit frequencyband. For example, for theKa-banduplink, the frequencies

29.5, 29.75, and 30 GHz need to be considered. A further requirement is to measure the pattern while having multiple radome rotations: 0◦, 90◦,

150◦, and 270◦. This makes the measurement manifold multidimensional. For the sake of brevity, we only render an excerpt of the results in this

section.

The EUTELSAT specifications require that the antenna gain pattern at the transmit frequency bands has to be in conformance with the ′29 −
25 log (𝜃)′ mask. Themeasured radiation pattern is plotted alongwith themask and the conformance is investigated. In Figure 12A, themask over-

shoots are plotted for a singlemeasurement scenario. Themask overshoot is the difference between the gain pattern and the regulatorymask. The

colors of the plot represent an overshoot/no-overshoot schema. Green and black represent no overshoot, while yellow and red represent regions

with overshoots. The depicted measurement is at an uplink frequency of 29.5 GHz, LHCP polarization and an antenna elevation of 30◦ while the

radomewas put off.

According to the specifications, the plot starts at 1◦ deviation from themain beamdirection.Hence the inner circle is notmeasured. Themagenta

circles highlight contours with 0.5◦ angular difference, whereas the blue circle represents the 𝛼 angle specified by EUTELSAT. 𝛼 = 1◦ or 100𝜆∕D
whichever is greater, whereD is the antenna diameter and 𝜆 is the carrier wavelength.

Cross-polarization discrimination is ameasure on howwell the twoorthogonal polarizations are decoupled. It describes the ability of an antenna

to maintain the purity of a certain polarization. Figure 12B depicts an XPD raster scan with the −0.5 and −1 dB templates defined by EUTELSAT.

These templates represent the locations where the co-polarized gain level is reduced by 0.5 and 1 dB comparedwith its maximum.

The radiation patterns are not measured only as raster scans but also as cuts along the principle angular planes (azimuth and elevation). The

EUTELSAT specifications require the full angular span of±180◦ in azimuth and a smaller span (eg,±30◦) in elevation to be covered.When the radi-

ation pattern is measured with a pre-elevation tilt different from 0◦, the azimuthal span of ±180◦ using the motion emulator at FORTE cannot be

achieved.Forexample, at anelevationpre-tilt of30◦, themaximumspan is limited to±160◦. Figure13shows the transmit gainpatternof theantenna

under test versus azimuth. The measurement was taken for an uplink frequency of 29.5 GHz, LHCP polarization, antenna elevation of 30◦, and a

radome rotation of 270◦. For a better display, only the zoomed range of±10◦ is depicted.

Additionally, in Figure 13, the ′29−25 log (𝜃)′ mask is plotted. The samemask but shifted upwardswith 3 dB for the angular range between 𝛼 and

9.2◦, andwith 6 dB for the angular range beyond9.2◦ is also depicted. These relaxedmasks are defined in the specifications of EUTELSAT to provide

an extra margin for smaller antennas. The cross-polar pattern and the cross-polar mask (defined in the angular range 𝛼 to 9.2◦) are also plotted in

Figure 13. The positions where themeasured patterns violate the regulatorymasks can be easily found by inspecting Figure 13.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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FIGURE 13 Transmit azimuth plane cut for antenna elevation 30◦, frequency 29.5 GHz, left-hand circular polarization, and radome rotation 270◦.
A zoomed angular range of±10◦ is depicted for the sake of a better display [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(A) (B)

FIGURE 14 Cross-polarization discrimination and Adjacent Satellite Interference. SOTM, Satcom on-the-move [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

6.2.4 Dynamic tests

In the dynamic tests, the performance of the SOTM terminal are evaluated while being on-the-move. The terminal is mounted on the motion emu-

lator, which replays amotion profile. As described in Section 3.2, the antenna de-pointing is measured along themotion profile. Moreover, the XPD

and the ASI aremeasured as well.

Figure 14A, shows the evolution of the XPD when the terminal is tested with the maritime Class A proposed standard motion profile. The XPD

has an average of 24 dB and a standard deviation of 0.7 dB.

Adjacent Satellite Interference ismeasured for three satellite positions specified by EUTELSAT: 1.18◦, 2.36◦, and 3.53◦. The power normalized to

the line of sight level received at the target satellite at 0◦ is plotted in Figure 14B for adjacent satellite positions of±1.18◦ as an example.

Figure 14B shows that, in the worst case, the adjacent satellite at+1.18◦ receives a power level 11 dB below the power level received when the

SOTM antenna exactly points towards the target satellite. In the best case, the level is more than 19 dB lower.

Figure 15A shows the time evolution of the antenna de-pointing along azimuth and elevation for themaritimeClassA proposed standardmotion

profile. According to EUTELSATs specifications, the antenna de-pointing must not exceed 0.4◦ under all circumstances. As seen from Figure 15A,

the antenna de-pointing does not exceed0.4◦ in any case. Therefore, the antenna is compliantwith EUTELSATs specifications. Figure 16A shows the

CDF of the de-pointing estimation results in Figure 15A. It can be seen that the antenna de-pointing, in azimuth and in elevation, does not exceed

0.4◦ in any case.

If the antenna is testedusing the landmobileClassAproposed standardmotionprofile, thede-pointing estimation results depicted in Figure16A

are obtained. The antenna de-pointing exceeds 0.4◦ in azimuth and in elevation. This antenna is not equipped with the transmit mute functionality.

For this reason, it transmits although the de-pointing exceeds 0.4◦. From Figure 16A, it is obvious that the antenna does not fulfill the requirement

of EUTELSAT for the land mobile Class Amotion profile. However, by investigating the statistics of the de-pointing estimation results, the decision

for the antenna to be approved or not can drastically change. Figure 16B shows the CDF of the de-pointing estimation results in Figure 16A. It can

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 15 Antenna de-pointing estimation time sequence and cumulative distribution function (CDF) for themaritime Class A proposed
standardmotion profile. SOTM, Satcom on-the-move [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(A) (B)

FIGURE 16 Antenna de-pointing estimation time sequence and cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the landmobile Class A proposed
standardmotion profile. SOTM, Satcom on-the-move [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(A) (B)

FIGURE 17 Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the de-pointing estimation of the Satcom on-the-move (SOTM) antenna under test when
tested on different motion profiles. The results of the well-knownChurchville Bmotion track are also presented [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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be seen that the antenna de-pointing exceeds 0.4◦ only in 0.34% of the time in azimuth direction and in 1.5% of the time in elevation direction. This

is approximately 1.7 and 7.5 seconds in the 500 seconds long landmobile Class Amotion profile. This factmight change the decision of the operator

and the antennamight be approved for the landmobile environment as well.

The CDFs of antenna de-pointing are plotted for the different motion profiles in Figure 17A,B for azimuth and elevation, respectively. The

proposed standardmotion profiles for the landmobile and themaritime environments as well as for the Churchville Bmotion track are included.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that themaritime Class Bmotion profile is the easiest for the antenna to track and the landmobile Class Amotion

profile is themost challenging. This matches the findings in Section 4.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, state-of-the-art SOTMstandards andexisting typeapproval procedureswere reviewedand compared. Thiswas followedbyan investi-

gationof the capabilities of theexisting environmentsused for SOTMtesting. In a laboratory environment, theSOTMterminal is tested in conditions

similar to those found in the field of operation, yet without the involvement of operational satellites. As an example of a laboratory environment for

SOTM testing, the framework of testing SOTM terminals at the Fraunhofer FORTE26 was presented. As a major contribution of this paper, motion

profilesweredevelopedandareproposed tobeusedas a standard for SOTMtesting. Theproposed standardmotionprofilesweredeveloped for the

landmobileand themaritimeenvironments. Standardmotionprofilesoffera fairbasis tocompare theperformanceofdifferent terminals. Themajor

satellite operators in the GVF-MRA working group showed an interest to support the deployment of the proposed profiles widely in their SOTM

testing recommendations. As a result, the SOTM testing procedures of the Global VSAT Forum (GVF-105) were updated by adding the definition

process of the proposed standardmotion profiles. It is highly recommended that the satellite operators widely start to apply theGVF-105 test rec-

ommendations alongwith theGVF-SOMAP requirements and consider them in their type approvals. This will lead to an enhancement of thewhole

SOTM value chain through a unified type approval procedure and a unique set of regulatory limits to which all members can easily refer. Standard

shadowing profiles were also proposed and developed for the land mobile environment based on an image processing approach. The definition of

the proposed motion and shadowing profiles in addition to the repeatability that is guaranteed at the testing laboratories offer a comprehensive

environment to test theperformanceof theSOTMterminalwith respect to the testmethodologyproposed in this paper. In anexample test scenario,

a Ka-band SOTM terminal with a 60-cm dish antennawas tested at FORTE. The recommendations in GVF-105 and the specifications of EUTELSAT

were applied in the test. An excerpt of the resultswas presented to demonstrate howgood the antenna is in accordancewith the specifications. The

results help to show the points of strength andweakness of the terminal and help the designers in its development process.
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